ASA General Body Meeting April 12, 2011

Confirmation for Appointed Positions 2010-2011
• President: Rachel Meyer
• Secretary: Christine Chen

Recruitment rules
• Clarification on mode of contact towards freshman

Funding:
• New MEF cycle from Finboard, Finboard moving to four cycles a year like GSC funding and LEF/ARCADE funding
• Watch for applications for summer cycle of LEF/ARCADE, GSC funding coming soon

Walker Update:
• Questionnaire for student groups affected by Walker renovations

MIT150 Update
• Contact Noreen Finn in CAC nfinn@mit.edu for Open House information

Officer transition
• Don’t forget to update database for contact information purposes

Student leader Awards
• Hosted by SAO nominations due soon, will be on May 13th

2011-2012 ASA Exec Board Elections
President:
Nominees: Rachel Meyer ’11, Goeffrey Thomas ‘11
Elected: Rachel

Treasurer:
Nominees: Geoffrey Thomas ‘11
Elected: tabled until fall GBM

Secretary:
Nominees: Christine Chen ‘12
Elected: Christine

UMAL:
Nominees: Alex Dehnert ’12, Brogan ‘14, Paul Weaver
Elected: Alex & Brogan

GMAL:
Nominees: Geoffrey Thomas ‘11/MEng ’12, Kendra
Elected: Geoffrey & Kendra
SMAL:
Nominees: Paul Weaver
Elected: *tabled until fall GBM*